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1.0 Introduction
The information contained in the document is confidential as it gives a
“detailed insider analysis” of the company, hence the document is called
“Confidential Information Memorandum (CIM)” or “Offering Memorandum”
or “Information Memorandum (IM).”
Who prepares the CIM?
When any government, financial institution, or company goes through a
sale process, it hires an investment banker or M&A advisory firm. The first
step of the credit banker is to understand the government, financial
institution, company and even individuals to gather as much information as
possible from top management to come up with a profile for the entity.
The credit banker prepares the CIM and uses it as a marketing document,
which is intended to make the company look attractive as the objective is
“not just to sell, but to sell for maximum value.” The reason why a banker
tries to sell it at maximum value is because of the simple fact that his
commission is based on the sale price.
Contents of CIM:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Executive Summary
Global Investment Thesis
Overview of the World Open Market
Overview of the Global Credit Facility
Global Products and Services
Global Revenue Profile
Coordinator Employee Profile
Global Customer Profile
World Financials – Historical and Projections
Global Management Structure
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2.0 Executive Summary
This CIM provides a summary of the entire CIM. It contains the following:
§ Key Business Products and Service Offerings of the World Open
Market
§ The Nature of Blockchain & Mutual Credit Transactions
§ Global Community Investment Rationale
§ Financial Overview – Revenue and EBITDA Margins
§ Key Business Products and Service Offerings of the World Open Market
It is the purpose of this credit facility to promote a free & global mutual credit system
among its members and create a source of credit for provident and productive purposes.
The Global Village has experienced poverty worldwide, and our aim is to end world
poverty by 2030, as the World Open Market Exchange, Global Credit Facility and the
World Central Bank which is a growing global community exchange regulated by a smart
community that serves the whole people of all nations, organizations, and financial
backgrounds. The need for the World Open Market Exchange is to serve the global
village as a global community exchange system. The World Open Market will act as a
Global Credit Facility for the merging of peer-to-peer technology and community base
systems. The use of blockchain needs more solid financial institutions that understand
the demand to provide banks along with more education on financial technology and
banking industries.

§ The Nature of Blockchain & Mutual Credit Transactions
We have developed much over the years as we have started. We are now exactly at the
point where we can operate as self-autonomous and sovereign organizations to complete
our goals to end World Poverty through the Standard Benchmark Agreement. We have
received numerous Statements of Truth and Notices of Intent to join in our Global
Partnership and Global Project Development for the SDG Action Number 27655. The
global reset can now be handled with proper care and smart regulations. Provided by the
resources for all members in every local community throughout the global village. The
Global Initiative has made headway for establishing more community base coop
institutions that will and can assist us in our goals. We have established a Global Credit
Facility to facilitate the direction we are heading utilizing blockchain technologies and
community-based systems that incorporate genuine input from all members of a
community. Current works of the project can be viewed here: https://worldxcp.org,
worldcreditunion.org, and treasurywindow.org as the World Open Market Exchange.
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Strength in the Global Credit Facility
The challenges that we have faced in our development are mainly the learning curve for
everyone coming into the knowledge of these Sustainable Development Goals. The state
of politics worldwide has left a stain on the minds of the average volunteer and
community organizers. It has been a tough and challenging process to get them to
understand the benefits that we provide with our developments, services, and resources.
We have had much slander and attempting sabotaging, counterfeit, and much more of
our works. Through it all, we have maintained full steam ahead.

§ Global Community Investment Rationale
The World Open Market Exchange is a "Mutual credit" (sometimes called "multilateral barter"
or "credit clearing") system. The term mostly used in the field of complementary currencies
to describe a common, usually small-scale, endogenous money system. Even so, Keynes
proposed a mutual credit system called International Clearing Union instead of a gold
standard, but it was rejected. The World Credit Union is now this global credit facility as
thought of by economists like Silvio Gesell.
The term implies that creditors and debtors are the same people lending to each other, but
there are several nuances. Some think of mutual credit as a type of currency but this can be
problematic because no currency or money is 'issued' in the sense that most people would
understand it. Cash is very rarely 'issued', accounting normally taking place on a ledger,
therefore it could also be called 'ledger money', a money system, accounting for exchange or
credit clearing system. The accounting is explained under multilateral exchange.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Global Fund provides exposure to all asset classes.
Globally opportunistic investment strategy
Globally capitalize on inefficient closed-end and even open market funds.
Globally Invest in experienced and proven community managers.
Global tactically managed asset allocation.
Global structure allows quick response to changes in market dynamics.

§ Financial Overview – Revenue and EBITDA Margins
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3.0 Global Investment Thesis
The Global Investment Thesis contains the investment rationale in detail, i.e. why would the
“target market” be a great fit for the acquirer. It will show the USPs of the company. Typically, it
may include the following:

§ The World Open Market Exchange acts as the global platform for
BTC open market entry and growth.
§ The global partnerships it has with leading players, providing
best-in-class services and the opportunity to build on them for the
acquirer.
§ Upside opportunity from process optimization, cross-selling, cost
optimization, automation, etc.
§ High-Networth clients & long standing relationship with them
§ Strong Order Book
§ Experience of the management and strong capabilities in business
expansion
§ Strong position locally with global foothold
§ The World Open Market Exchange acts as the global platform for BTC open
market entry and growth.

Global Business Product
The World Open Market Exchange is the World Government’s free enterprise
community exchange system that is a professionally managed WCU global
credit facility of the World Treasury and the Nibiru Reserve System that pools
money from global community investors to create or purchase community
assets & securities. These community investors may be retail or institutional
in nature. We have decided to serve the entire global village through the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goal Action No. 27655 to end World
Poverty. Our investment management is owned by the global community
account-shareholders themselves. This brings the wealth right back to where
it belongs to the everyday common folk, communities, and their families. We
are a P2P and DeFi financial Institution with Bitcoin Blockchain Based
Financial Products & Services.
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§ The global partnerships it has with leading players, providing best-in-class
services and the opportunity to build on them for the acquirer.

Business Customers
World Open Market Exchange are owned and controlled by the people, or
members, who use their services. Your vote counts and its Peer to Peer. A
volunteer board of directors is elected by members to manage an Open
Market. The everyday common people are the lead players in the market. The
global partnership of the World Open Marketship that has been established for
SDG Action No. 27655 to end world poverty has transcended color, racial,
spiritual, and cultural lines that most of our past generations of citizens and
nationals have yet to resolve.
Bitcoin Core Community
Bitcoin NFT Community
Bitcoin Smart Contract Community
Community Development Financial Investment Fund
Counterparty Foundation
Central Counterparty Trust
Kingdom of Dagomba
§ The World Open Market Exchange acts as the global platform for BTC open
market entry and growth.
The Global Community Exchange System (CES) is an internet-based global
trading network which allows participants to buy and sell goods and services
without using a national currency. It may be described as a type of local
exchange trading system (LETS) network based on free software. While it can
be used as an alternative to traditional currencies such as the Australian
dollar or Euro or South African rand, the Community Exchange System is a
complementary currency in the sense that it functions alongside established
currencies. The World Reserve Fund uses tokenized mutual credit called
World Credits similar to the IMF’s SDR as a new world reserve currency.
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§ Upside opportunity from process optimization, cross-selling, cost optimization,
automation, etc.
The Global Credit Facilities CES allows streamline community communication for
cross selling between local traders and exchanges. This allows for the cost
optimization of the price per trade to allow the open opportunity of strong High
Networth and new investors to benefit from the automation of smart trading on
the Blockchain and with their local community.
§ High-Networth clients & long standing relationship with them
The special interest of our High-Networth clients has grown even more over the
years as we took this from the ideational stages as a fintech project to seeing the
manifested visualization of our simple solution. See our P2P order book below.
§ Strong Order Book

This graphic is from the Bitcoin Blockchain Explorer https://xchain.io/. Each
sheet has an asset description, market sheet, order book, and even a blockchain
broadcast section for messages recorded on the Blockchain. This graph shows
the order for Bitcoin Credits or Assets and how the Bitcoin Over the Counter
Market Book is populating strongly as any other centralized exchange.
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Through the Blockchain and its global dominance we maintain the high potential
for a strong book order and accelerated with calculated growth.

§ Experience of the management and strong capabilities in business expansion
The Global Credit Facility asset management team with 10 years plus of trade and
digital asset management experience is still a young group of entrepreneurs with
many years of autodidact study into the industry.
§ Strong position locally with global foothold

The Bitcoin Market Dominance is established by local asset holders and
communities themselves because of Bitcoin's decentralized nature and the
ability to trade its value without a central bank. This over the counter digital
cash system has disrupted the financial market, industry and system in
less than a ten year span. The market dominance allows for Bitcoin base
assets and financial instruments to thrive in this new secured asset class.
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4.0 Overview of the World Open Market
It is imperative for the acquirer to know the market size and current market
trends, as he has to operate in the same. In such a scenario, it is the duty of
the credit banker to give an overview of the market and make the company’s
case stronger. The credit banker prepares the market overview from credible
data sources, such as the World Central Bank, Central Counterparty Trust, and
World Treasury etc. Credible sources provide reliability to the data points and
help the acquirer to better understand the market and formulate the right
strategy.
The overview of the market contains elements like:
§ Global / Local Market size
§ Top community players in various business segments
§ Global Trend of World Monetary Base - MB
§ Growth trends in the market and the driving factors behind them

§ Global / Local Market size
One of the most important features of the CES is that it permits inter-trading
between trading communities wherever they are in the world. The CES is in fact a
global network of communities using non-monetary exchange systems. This
means that the registered users of any particular CES exchange can trade with
the users of any other linked exchange or compatible system. This ability to trade
globally is achieved through a unique system that allows stand-alone trading
entities to trade with each other in an effortless way without having to use a
common, second-level, global ‘reserve currency’.
“Our research report, the global Market for cryptographic digital assets, was
estimated at $792.53 Million in 2019 and is expected to reach $5,190.62 Million by
2026. This means the New World Open Market is expected to grow at a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 30% from 2019 to 2026”
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♼ How it works
Each CES exchange with over 1200 local exchanges operates as a closed entity,
as a local or mini-economy on its own. Every sale within the exchange represents
a mutual credit with global monetary value for the seller and an equal debit for the
buyer. The sum of all credits must always equal the sum of all debits and the
balance of all credits and debits must always equal zero. Any direct trade with
another exchange would mean a ‘gain’ or a ‘loss’ and this would upset the zero
balance on both sides.

The solution is virtual users. Each exchange has a single virtual user that
operates as would a single human user with an account in every exchange.
This virtual user buys and sells within an exchange and then ‘carries over’ the
goods and services to other exchanges and buys and sells them there. Instead
of using human ‘middlemen’ CES uses ‘virtual users’, who for all intents and
purposes operate the same as human users. They do not require a
commission however!
In the example above, the Real Seller in Exchange A is selling something to
the Real Buyer in Exchange B. When the transaction is entered, however, the
Real Seller is credited and the Virtual Buyer is debited in Exchange A.
The Virtual Buyer then ‘walks over’ to Exchange B where he/she/it has an
account too. The Virtual Buyer from Exchange A becomes the Virtual Seller in
Exchange B and ‘sells on’ the item to the Real Buyer. In Exchange B the
Virtual Seller is credited and the Real Buyer is debited. In reality this is not a
two-stage process as described here because the programming enters the
transaction records for Exchange A and Exchange B at the same time. The
user entering the transaction does so in the same way as if the transaction
was local. It operates completely seamlessly without the users being aware of
the process involved.
If the units of account/value of World Currency differ between Community
Exchange A and Community Exchange B a conversion rate is applied to the
amounts that are entered on each side. Let’s say the unit of value/account in
Community Exchange B is worth half what it is in Community Exchange A.
This means the conversion rate between A and B is 1:2. If the Real Seller is
credited 100 Units for the sale, the Real Buyer will be debited 200 Units for the
purchase. Follow the accounting below to see how this works:
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Overall balance in
Exchange A before:
0.00

Overall balance in
Exchange B before: 0.00

Real Seller credited:
+100 Virtual Buyer
debited: -100

Virtual Seller credited:
+200 Real Buyer
debited: -200

Overall balance in
Exchange A after:
0.00

Overall balance in
Exchange B after: 0.00

§ Top community players in various business segments
Global Trading with community exchanges hosted on other servers and
systems Global CES users can also trade with other CES users of global
community exchanges hosted on other servers, as well as with users of
exchanges hosted on servers belonging to other trading systems altogether.
Currently this is achieved by using a third-party server called Clearing Central.
This operates as a centralized ‘bridging server’ that connects servers and
systems into a broad network.
This arrangement eliminates the need for each server to keep information
about the network, including where to send transaction information when a
transaction is entered involving a remote exchange.
When a remote transaction is entered, it goes via Community Mutual Credit
Clearing Central, which keeps routing information about which server hosts
the remote trader’s exchange. It also applies the conversion rates if they differ
between exchanges. The traders are completely unaware that a third server is
involved, as the action of entering the transaction is completely seamless and
hidden from view. Entering a transaction with a trader on a remote server or
with another system is as easy as entering one locally.
NEO PROSPECTUS
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§ Global Trend of Monetary Base - MB

The trend of Bitcoin has been trending and appreciating in value since its
inception in 2008. In 2015 Bitcoin became a striving asset class of the
future.
§ Growth trends in the market and the driving factors behind them
There are various factors determining the Bitcoin prices, such as, the mining process,
the international prices, the number of competing cryptocurrencies, regulations
governing its sale and overall demand and supply of bitcoin in various countries.
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5.0 Overview of the World Open market
exchange
It contains basic details of the company such as:

§ Company description
§ Year of establishment
§ Business segments and its capabilities
§ Representative set of customers

Mission Statement
It is the purpose of this credit union to promote a free & global mutual
credit system among its members and create a source of credit for
provident and productive purposes. The Global Village has experienced
poverty worldwide, and our aim is to end world poverty by 2030, as the
World Credit Union and the Proposed World Temple Federal Credit Union
(FCU) which is a growing global financial institution that serves the whole
people of all nations, organizations, and financial backgrounds. The need
for the World Credit Union is to serve the global village as a global
community. The World Credit Union will act as a Global Credit Facility for
the merging of peer-to-peer technology and community base systems. The
use of blockchain needs more solid financial institutions that understand
the need the unbanked have along with the lack of education of financial
technology and banking industries.
§ Company description
Legal Structure
The World Credit Union is Global International Trust
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History of Company
The Global Credit Facility
The challenges that we have faced in our development are mainly the learning
curve for everyone coming into the knowledge of these Sustainable Development
Goals. The state of politics worldwide has left a stain on the minds of the average
volunteer and community organizers. It has been a tough and challenging
process to get them to understand the benefits that we provide with our
developments, services, and resources. We have had much slander and
attempting sabotaging, counterfeit, and much more of our works. Through it all,
we have maintained full steam ahead.
Despite the suppression of our SDG Action Number 27655 and even attempts on
our lives because of the sensitivity of trying to truly help humanity. The learning
curve for global finance is the major challenge we all face these days and times.
We feel our project is the core solution needed as we are needed to be demanded
in the Current Financial Market and Standard Technology for today's consumers
utilizing Bitcoin and blockchain technology. Most financial consumers today want
transparency and something that truly works with measurable value. The original
Defi market and organization we have established through this Global Initiative
become more popular than the Initiative itself which in turn is another challenge
in itself.
Our next step is to establish more faith-based lucrative partnerships that help the
development of our Global Development. We want to work more with
well-established organizations or state entities to help carry forward the
facilitation of the Public Banking Act and other Open Banking social initiatives
like our Bitcoin Smart Contract community that can assist us in creating more
motivation for an entrepreneur for job creation and more productive output and
products and services that offer to every local community.
The beneficiaries are the People of Global Village in every known community
throughout the World. World Temple is a global ministry system that accredits all
Interfaith Missions, Religious Organization, and Spiritual Communities in our
Global Registry.
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§ Year of establishment
The Global Credit Facility was established in 2016 through a Global Private Security
Agreement on behalf of the Noocratic Society, the World Government and affiliated
members, organizations, families, communities, etc. The World Temple has established
the Proposed World Temple (FCU) Federal Credit Union to provide our services to those
under federal jurisdiction. Our field membership for the Global Credit Union is our World
Temple / World Government fellow Citizens, Members and Officials, and Ambassadors.
The Bitcoin Blockchain can be used worldwide along with our Global Community Base
Exchange System. Starting with local communities in World Temple City, in the City-State
of Amexem (Texas Republic) Our Global Community Tokenized Mutual Credit Base
Exchange system is a Local Exchange Trading (LETS) System that is created for the
benefit of all local communities. This brings value and productivity back into the local
communities and to the families who help them thrive. We have issued shares, notes,
bonds, and many commercial instruments on the Bitcoin Blockchain as Bitcoin Smart
Contracts in Tokenized forms to be used for equity, payments, raising capital funds for
projects, payment of taxes, Central Bank Digital Currencies, etc.
This helps communities, states, and countries maintain their identity as people, freely
transact with one another on a secured P2P ledger system that is now valuable
worldwide. We provide the smart contracts that now have every member of society in the
Global Village as a beneficiary of the Bitcoin Blockchain and can now use the true Open
Market and Decentralized Bitcoin Digital Cash System. We plan to continue to use Bitcoin
and our Community Exchange System (LETS) as the standard system for the Standard
Benchmark Agreement, the smart contract for the Global Reset. This provides a mutual
credit system that benefits everyone in the global village even those without any
so-called money.

§ Business segments and its capabilities
For the simplest undering, Digital Asset or Tokenization of Financial Instruments are
merely the newest fintech fad; yet at the most complex level, they’re a revolutionary
technology challenging the political, economic, and social underpinnings of society.
PSEUDONYMITY (NEAR ANONYMITY)

PEER-TO-PEER PURCHASING

§ Representative set of customers
Individuals

Governments

Religious Organizations Educators

Families

Schools

Political Organizations
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6.0 Global Products and Services
This section contains detailed analysis of the products and services offered by
the company in its day to day business operations.
For the global product and service categories, the World Open Market will include
a list of the products it offers under various segments, the differentiating factors
of the products, the target segment of each product, etc.
From a service perspective, it shows the World Open Market’s various service
offerings, capability of the World Open Market, the end-to-end process of the
services it offers, revenue models such as Standard Benchmark Price projects or
those based on Time and Material, etc.

WORLD CENTRAL BANK
ACCOUNT TYPES
B-Checking Account ₿50
B-Savings Account ₿100
Certificate Account ₿1,440
Money Market Account ₿100
P-Checking Account ₿20
P-Savings Account ₿25
Self Direct Account ₿500
WCB Trust Account ₿100
NOOCATIC INSURANCE DEPOSITORY AUTHORITY
Insurance Account ₿250,000,000.00
- Self Funded Global Community Insurance
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Sovereign Organization Credit bank Accounts

An Organisation Account is for organizations. What actually constitutes
an organisation is not defined but it includes normal registered
organisations or any other entity that operates as an organisation. An
Organization Account requires one named contact person.
As many organization names are quite long, a shorter version of the
name is required so that it is not truncated on drop-down menus. Often
an acronym of the organisation name is suitable.

Public Central Credit bank Accounts

Public Accounts are municipal government central banks offering
special services for the global community open market exchange users.
Public Central Creditbank Accounts are similar to Organisation
Accounts but differ in that they are ‘open’, in the sense that everyone
can see the full statement of account. This feature is provided for
entities that are offering a ‘public service’, where users would have an
interest in the honest running of the entity’s affairs.
Public Central Creditbank Accounts also require one named contact
person.
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GLOBAL CREDIT FACILITY

Account Structure Description
∞50 / ₿ 0.0050 Min-Monthly Balance

1

Cash Brokerage Account

2

Trust Account

3

Health Savings Account

4

International Fund

5

Managed Broker Account

6

Municipality Account

7

Religious Fund

∞1440 / ₿ 0.1440 Religious Fund

8

School Fund

∞1440 / ₿ 0.1440 School Fund

9

401k / IRA Self Directed Account

∞100 / ₿ 0.0100 Min-Monthly Balance
∞500 / ₿ 0.0500 Min-Monthly Balance

∞500 / ₿ 0.0500 Min-Monthly Balance
∞500 / ₿ 0.0500 Share / Money Market

∞500 / ₿ 0.0500 Municipality Securities

∞1440 / ₿ 0.1440 Retirement Fund

WCU Voucher Line of Credit ∞360 / ₿ 0.0050 Monthly Balance ∞500-9999K |
Unsecured Lines
WCU Personal Line of Credit ∞720 / ₿ 0.0100 Monthly Balance ∞500-9999K |
Personal Lines
WCU Business Line of Credit ∞1440 / ₿ 0.0100 Monthly Balance ∞10k – 99K |
Business Lines
WCU Home Equity Line of Credit ∞2880 / ₿ 0.0500 Monthly Balance ∞100K999K | Home Equity Lines
WCU Secured Line of Credit ∞4444 / ₿ 0.0500 Monthly Balance ∞1 Million –
99 Million | Secured Lines
WCU Trade Line of Credit ∞8888 / ₿ 0.1440 Monthly Balance ∞1 Million – 99
Million | Trade Lines
WCU Investment Line of Credit ∞9999 / ₿ 0.1440 Monthly Balance ∞ 100
Million – Infinite | Primary Lines
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The World Monetary System
________________________________________________________________
MB = World Monetary Base - Bitcoin / Mutual Credits
MO = Cryptographic Commercial Paper / Metallic Instrument
M1 = XCP / XCPC Index (Tokenized CES Transaction Accounts)
M2 = MNMNI Index (Tokenized CES Trade / Share / MM Accounts)
M3 = TSCU Index (Tokenized CES Institutional / Government Accounts)
M4 = Bond Index (Tokenized CES BOND Accounts)
M5 = Home Index (Tokenized CES HOME Accounts)
M6 = Bank Index (Tokenized E-Wallet Accounts)
M7 = Hemp Index (Tokenized CES HEMP Accounts)
M8 = Utility Index (Tokenized E-Wallet Accounts)
M9 = Gold Index (Gold / Silver Tokenized Market Accounts)
________________________________________________________________
Reserve Capital = SVC / XCP
Circulatory Capital = NOMNI / XCP
________________________________________________________________
CES XXXX Open Market Exchange - Community Mutual Credit Unions
CES XXXX Open Market Clearing House - Community Mutual Creditbank
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NOOCRATIC NIBIRU RESERVE WORLD OPEN MARKET ASSETS
**************************************************************************
TOKENIZED INDEX'S
_____________________________________________________
GOLD INDEX
HEMP INDEX
HOME INDEX
SILVER INDEX
BANK INDEX
METAL INDEX
UTILITY INDEX
FOOD INDEX

***************************************************************************
Circulars: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Series: AAA AA A B C D E F G
Classes: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Community Credit Rating
1 Star Rating - ∞500-9999K | Unsecured Loans / Personal Loans
2 Star Rating – ∞10k – 99K | Personal / Business Loans
3 Star Rating – ∞100K- 999K | Business / Estate Loans
4 Star Rating – ∞1 Million – 99 Million | Organization / Estate Loans
5 Star Rating –∞ 100 Million – Infinite | Government Loans
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TOKENIZED BOND STRUCTURE
________________________________________________________________
NOMNI BOND
BANK BOND
CASH BOND
CITY BOND
COUNTY BOND
OPS BOND
RESERVE BOND
REVENUE BOND
SAVING BOND
NVC BOND
UTILITY BOND
WORLD BOND
STATE BOND
SURETY BOND
BEARER BOND
CAPITAL BOND
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TOKENIZED NOTES STRUCTURE
________________________________________________________________
TREASURY BILL
TREASURY NOTE
TREASURY BOND
TSCU NOTE
WORLD NOTE
BTC NOTE
GOLD NOTE
HOME NOTE
CREDIT NOTE
DEBT NOTE
RESERVE NOTE
SILVER NOTE
TERM NOTE
NIBIRU NOTE
WORLD CREDIT
E-VOUCHER
****************************************************************************
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TOKENIZED STOCKS
______________________________________________________
GP SHARES
DGI SHARES
HOME SHARES
****************************************************************************
TOKENIZED TRUST
______________________________________________________
TRUST UNITS
NEO TRUST
NVC TRUST
GLOBAL TRUST
CAPITAL TRUST
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Financial Wealth Asset Plan

Pre-investor plan

Passive investor plan

Active investor plan

BONDS: 2.5%

BONDS:
5%

MUTUAL ASSETS:
2.5%

MUTUAL ASSETS:
5%

MUTUAL ASSETS:
5%

REAL PROPERTY:
2.5%

REAL PROPERTY: 5%

REAL PROPERTY:
10%

STOCK: 2.5%

STOCKS: 2.5%

STOCKS: 10%

Conservative plan:

Moderate wealth
plan:

Aggressive wealth
plan:

BONDS: 2.5%

BONDS: 2%

BONDS:
1%

BONDS:
5%

STOCK: 3%

STOCKS: 6%

STOCKS: 5%

REAL PROPERTY:
3%

REAL PROPERTY: 6%

REAL PROPERTY: 10%

MUTUAL ASSETS:
2%

MUTUAL ASSETS: 2% MUTUAL ASSETS: 10%
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GLOBAL INVESTMENT PLANS & TREASURY MANAGEMENT

Family Wealth plan

Private Treasury Management Plan
BONDS:
10%

BONDS:
10%
STOCK:
10%

STOCKS:
10%

REAL PROPERTY: 5%

REAL
PROPERTY:
10%

MUTUAL ASSETS:
5%

MUTUAL
ASSETS:
10%

STANDARD BENCHMARK RATE:
Silver - 1 Ounce = 1 Nomni
Gold - 1 Ounce = 50 Nomni
Global Levy / Interest Rate - 0.9%
Local Levy / Interest Rate - 0.09%
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7.0 Global Revenue Profile
The revenue profile provides a view of the World Open Market from
different aspects, which is very important for the acquirer. It shows the
revenue mix according to Geographics, Product, Business Segments,
etc. By showing the information in this manner, buyers can see where
the major revenue comes from and if it is aligned with their business
strategy.
Revenue Profile:

8.0 Coordinator Employee Profile
Segregation of the coordinator employees and trustees is shown so that
the buyer has a fair idea of existing personnel mix and can plan changes
that will help him or her achieve cost optimization. Employee profiles
can be shown in several ways, including by way of Function,
Qualifications, Age, Geographics, Designation Pyramid, etc.
AGE : 19 - 63
LOCATION: GLOBAL VILLAGE
AREA = TRUST / INTERNATIONAL / RELIGIOUS / HEALTH / SELF / MUNI
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9.0 Global Customer Profile
For any acquirer, it would be important to know what kind of customers
the World Open Market would be serving in the future. Some of the
popular questions the acquiring company would be interested in
includes: Will the customers be large enterprise customers or too many
small customers, years of relationship with the customers, revenue
contribution from Top 5 or 10 major companies, governments, and
non-governmental as customers, etc

Representative Set of Customers:
Individuals

Governments

Religious Organizations Educators

Families

Schools

Political Organizations

Communities

Health Centers
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10.0 Financial Historical & Projections
This is perhaps the most important section from a valuation perspective,
as it gives a detailed analysis of the profit and loss account. It contains
actual financial information from previous years, as well as financial
projections by the management of the World Open Market. The
assumptions of such projections are also written so that the buyer
understands the rationale for such projections.
The World Open Market is preparing the projections, it will try to show the
company in a very positive position and make it attractive in order to
achieve a higher valuation.
COMMUNITY EXAMPLE
LTBCoin is a token used specifically in the crypto-rewards system of the LTB
Network (LTBN). The network is the only crypto-related content platform that has
its own token, which began distribution to contributors and participants
according to a five-year schedule* that started in June 2014.
The LTBCoin token was created using Counterparty.io, a system built on the
Bitcoin blockchain, to provide members with network-wide rewards and
discounts, and to be used for tipping and other transactions between users
inside and outside the community marketplace.
LTBCoin does not use computational mining. Instead, tokens are distributed to
the content creators, the community, and the platform according to a fixed
schedule. After a period of 260 weeks (5 years), all tokens will be distributed and
no new ones will be created. The user-defined asset is secured by the Bitcoin
network, using LTBCoin-compatible Bitcoin addresses. It can be traded for XCP,
or other user-defined assets on the Counterparty distributed exchange, or on the
LTB Network Token Exchange.
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Ongoing Disbursements

LTBCoin is distributed over a time span of 260 weeks, with new tokens created
and distributed weekly at the following rates:
● 65% is distributed to content creators
● 25% is distributed to the audience
● 10% goes to the platform development and maintenance

Go to the Rewards Stats page for up-to-date information about the most current
week distributions and to review your participation.
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Token Supply

The total supply will be 510,000,000 LTBCoins.
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Each week, new tokens are created according to the published schedule, and
they are distributed on Saturdays according to the above disbursement. At the
end of year five, after all LTBCoins have been created, the ability to create more
will be locked via the Counterparty protocol.

More Information
If you’d like to look through past technical papers and discussions about
LTBCoin, you’ll find specifications here. Also see the original blog post in which
Adam B. Levine introduced LTBCoin.

World Open Market Exchange Profit and Loss Account:
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FINANCIAL RATIOS
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DENOMINATED IN WORLD CURRENCY NOMNI
STANDARD RATE ∞1:9 World Currency
%0.09-9%
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World Treasury V-Dollar
Why Are We Doing This?

The main reason for introducing this Voucher-Dollar (Virtual) global mutual credit trading
facility is to provide a stepping stone for those who have had difficulty coming to terms
with trading purely in NEO. In a sense, it is a step backward to the debt-based
conventional money system that we are trying to get away from! This only strengthens
Nomni as a global monetary form of measurement and moves the global economy
forward with a new world reserve currency. Businesses, in particular, find it difficult to
trade in the purely Nomni economy as they can easily run up huge credit balances that
they are not able to reduce because they can’t find anything to spend their NEO on. Also,
businesses don’t know how to record on their books goods or services they have sold
on the exchange. As there are no conventional payments for these should they be
recorded as given away to charity or provided for free? And how does the inventory
record deal with goods for which there are no apparent payments?

In order to attract more global and local goods and services into the Noocratic Open
Market Nibiru Index we are hoping that businesses will now find it easier to participate,
and at least provide some of their offerings for NEO. As the range of goods and services
increases and businesses find it easier to trade, we are hoping that in time they will
discover that there is no need to ‘back’ their transactions with Dollars or any old
conventional currency. The same transactions, especially with other businesses, will be
able to be carried out purely in NEO. Depositing money will be seen for what it is, a waste
of time and money! The other main reason for introducing this facility is to enhance the
local economy. Conventional money favours globalization, which destroys local
economies and moves money elsewhere. By keeping money local we reinvigorate our
communities, putting life back into them while the global economy goes belly up and
ordinary people are left without access to the exchange medium (money). There are
many other reasons why we are doing this but all of them are aimed at helping us reclaim
the money power which is currently in the hands of a financial elite whose agenda is
destroying our economies, the social fabric and our planet.
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There are two ways of obtaining World Treasury V-Dollars:
1. You sell something to someone who has a V-Dollar balance
By selling something to someone with a positive Voucher-Dollar balance
their account is debited and yours is credited. You may redeem these VDollars for ‘Federal US’ Dollars even without having deposited anything in
the bank account of the Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index .

2. You ‘purchase’ them by depositing Bitcoin, XCP or US Notes in the bank
account of the Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index When you deposit
Federal Dollars they are converted to Noocratic V-Dollars and appear as a
positive balance in your Noocratic V-Dollar account. This does not happen
automatically as there is no connection between the Noocratic Open
Market Nibiru Index bank account and your V-Dollar account. You need to
‘purchase’ the V-Dollars. This alerts the global & local administration that
you have deposited US Notes or Federal Dollars and when the deposit is
cleared and appears in the Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index bank
statement your Virtual-Dollar account will be credited with Virtual Dollars.

How does this work? (See schematic below.).

The Virtual-Dollar facility allows users of the Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index to trade
with each other in Dollars in much the same way as trading with NEO. Users obtain
Virtual Dollars either by selling to others who already have a Virtual-Dollar balance or by
depositing Dollars in the bank account of the Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index . The
Dollars are converted to Virtual-Dollars (‘sold’ for Virtual-Dollars) and it is with these that
the trading takes place.
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The deposited Dollars just sit in the bank account and are never actually used in any
transactions. All trading is done at the higher, virtual level. Thus when you sell
something your Virtual-Dollar balance goes up and when you buy something it goes
down, just as it does with NEO. The web interface to do this is the familiar CES
transaction interface, so there is nothing much new for you to learn.

If you require ‘US Federal’ Dollars you can redeem your Noocratic V-Dollars for Federal
US Dollars. In other words, you ‘sell’ your Noocratic V-Dollars to the Global Credit Facility
Administration for Federal US Dollars. You should never need to redeem your Noocratic
V-Dollars as you will continuously be able to ‘recycle’ them by buying and selling with
other traders of the Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index . When you come to redeem your
V-Dollars all you are required to do is register your regular federal bank account details.
This is where your US’ Dollars will be paid out. At this time redemptions will only be done
by electronic transfer directly from the federal bank, brokerage, or trust account of the
Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index to your account. Cash and/or cheques will not be
issued. If you do not have a regular federal bank account you can have your payments
made to any global bank account of your choice. You will have to negotiate with the
account holder how you receive your payments. Having a Noocratic V-Dollar account is
like having another (or your first) regular federal bank, brokerage, or trust account.
Anyone can make deposits in your name into the mutual credit bank account of the
Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index and it will appear in your Noocratic V-Dollar account,
from where you can either trade or redeem the money.
As with NEO, in the V-Dollar system the seller enters the transaction data, so in effect
buyers do not ‘pay’ sellers. If you (as seller) find that a buyer does not have sufficient
Virtual-Dollars in their account, the transaction can be taken back to the old economy
(i.e. the trade falls outside of the Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index ). Alternatively you
(as seller) will be able to debit the balance in NEO. There is thus a global free mutual
credit facility for buyers linked to the Noocratic V-Dollar currency.
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Q: If sellers can directly debit my account then what’s to stop them just debiting
everyone, redeeming the currency and running off with the money?
A: This can’t happen. Remember, the transacting is happening at the virtual level.
The ‘converted’ money just sits in the bank account of the Noocratic Open Market
Nibiru Index and does not move to the seller’s account when a transaction is
entered. When a user decides to redeem V-Dollars their trading record will be
examined before the redemption takes place. If anything looks suspicious the
currency will not be redeemed until there is certainty that everything is above
board. Also, all transaction entries are accompanied by an email, so if someone
debits your account mistakenly or fraudulently you will know about it. Real-time
statements available from the site will also keep you informed about your
standing.
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Q: What if I don’t have a bank account. How can I participate in this?
A: You don’t need to have a personal bank account. All you need to provide is details of
an account where redemption payments can be made. This could be your partner’s bank
account, a friend’s, your employer’s or anyone else’s who will receive payments for you
(and then pass it on to you!).
Q: Do I need to deposit money before I can use the V-Dollar facility?
A: No, but obviously if you want to purchase something you can’t do so until you have
sold something and earned some Virtual-Dollars from another user. If you have a good
product or service to sell then you can quickly earn some currency and start spending.
Remember though, if no one deposits money and just waits for others to start the buying
from them then nothing will happen. There has to be circulating currency in the system
for users to begin purchasing.
Q: How much money should I deposit?
A: That’s entirely up to you. If you feel a bit insecure about this whole thing then just
deposit a little in the beginning to see how it works and build up confidence. If you want
to make a specific purchase then obviously you need to deposit enough to cover the cost
of it. Later on you need to deposit enough to cover all your disbursements.
Q: How do I know my money is secure and that the Administration won’t just run off with
it?
A: You will just have to trust us! The record of the Global CES is impeccable and any
fraudulent activity would be the end of the system. We are not in this to ‘make money’
but to get rid of money-as-we-know-it.Regular banks are in the business to make money
out of your money and you trust them. They only keep a fraction of the money you
deposited with them in reserve. The rest is lent out to make more money. When banks
fail, the chances are that you won’t get your money out because there is insufficient held
in reserve. The V-Dollar system keeps a 100% reserve, so your money is always there.
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Q: Does my money on deposit earn interest?
A: No, at least not in the beginning. The Global Credit Facility Administration has to pay
federal bank, brokerage, and trust charges for its federal bank, brokerage, and trust
account and there will be other expenses in the federal or local national currency to run
the system. The money to cover these will come from interest earned on the deposits.
Additionally the Global Credit Facility Administration will use the interest to pay for
running the global community exchange and for development projects (e.g. opening and
running ‘branch offices’, user training etc.). To prevent abuse of the system by the Global
Credit Facility Administration, all users will be able to see the total amount of money ‘in
the Federal or National bank’. This is the money deposited by the global and local users.
The system will be audited by a community or independent auditor and all figures will be
made available for scrutiny.We will endeavour to keep the system as open and
transparent as possible so that users will have faith in the system and be sure that their
money is not being used incorrectly.
Q: Do we have to pay levies on transactions like we do with NEO?
A: No. There are no transaction levies when trading with V-Dollars. However, the
Administration may in the future use levies to generate revenue if required. For now one
of the main attractions of the V-Dollar system is that it eliminates the usual fees and
interest payments normally associated with conventional banking.
Q: Does this mean we can now advertise in US Dollars only?
A: No, US Dollars-only offerings are still not acceptable. There are many other places
where you can advertise your Dollars-only offerings or you can negotiate directly with
your buyers/clients/customers. If buyers are outside the system then invite them in. We
are, however, considering a separate, US Dollars-only advertising place.
Q: Does this mean you are now going to lend money too?
A: If you require credit then use NEO! Remember, credit is receiving value from the
community before you have delivered like value. By all means receive what you need
from the community but ‘pay’ it back by delivering goods and services to other members
of the community within a reasonable period of time.
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Q: Can I trade with people in other exchanges?
A: Not yet but we plan to provide that ability soon.
Q: Will I be able to trade overseas?
A: That's been problematic because of exchange structures, but we’re working on
it!
Q: What happens if I sell something and the buyer says “Debit my account” but
when I go there to do it I find that he has insufficient money in his account?
A: That can happen. If the buyer has a zero balance or a balance less than the
amount you want to debit him, then you can either debit what he has in his
account and the difference in NEO or decide that the trade falls outside of the
system. In other words, you have to collect the money from the buyer in the
‘normal’ economy either by demanding cash, a cheque or whatever other
payment method is acceptable to both of you.
Q: There are not many traders on the system. How do I trade with my normal
customers who are not part of this?
A: Invite your customers onto the system. The more users there are the easier it
gets. Push back the barriers until everyone in your supply chain is trading
through the system.
Q: What about the global tax?
A: The Global CES only provides a transacting platform and is not responsible for
calculating, collecting or reporting federal or local national taxes. It is up to you
what you want to declare to the federal or local national taxation authorities.
Think of it in the same way as using foregin cash.
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Below are some of the benefits of using the V-Dollar Facility. You will discover
more as you begin to use it: Free mutual credit banking. No more outrageous fees
and inexplicable old bank charges. We’re not trying to make money out of money.
The V-Dollar currency is for facilitating global community exchange, not for
extracting wealth out of others without delivering anything socially-useful.
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

No interest. The concept of ‘interest’ has been excised from this facility! You can’t go into
‘overdraft’ but if your ‘funds’ have ‘run out’ you can use interest-free NEO to obtain what
you need.
Instant transfers. No more waiting for cheques to ‘clear’. Conventional clearing practices
are primitive and designed to extract even more out of us by delaying the process and
thereby giving banks a ‘float’ of money in limbo that can be invested.
Mobile phone interface. Do all your trading and banking using your mobile phone. You can
use your mobile to ‘pay’ sellers or, if you are the seller, to debit your buyers. Your mobile
allows you to use the Virtual-Dollar facility in market situations where you need to check if
your buyers actually have the ‘funds’ to purchase what you are selling.
It is secure. Non-physical money can’t be stolen and openness and transparency
discourage fraud.
Electronic-only transactions. No cumbersome cash, cheque books or waiting in queues
for tellers. Complete your transactions in an instant using your personal computer or
mobile phone.
It is a local or community currency. It keeps the wealth of the community in the
community. Conventional money leaks away to the ‘money centres’ because it knows no
bounds or loyalty, leaving in its wake ‘money deserts’, poverty and desolation.
It builds community instead of destroying it like conventional money. We trade with our
neighbours instead of with people far away. In this way we strengthen ties and create faith
in ourselves.
Reduces dependence on cumbersome and hostile bureaucracies. Replace hostility,
antagonism and opposed interests with friendliness, amicability and congruent interests.
Trading is cheaper so your money goes further. By cutting out interest and unnecessary
fees your money is used purely for exchange and is not siphoned off to support financial
institutions.
It does not assume you are wicked! Conventional financial institutions assume you are
wicked and evil. You are guilty of malicious intent until you prove your innocence. Here we
give you the benefit of the doubt and assume you are innocent until you prove yourself to
be guilty.
Simplifies life. Make one deposit to cover all your disbursements. Instead of separately
paying the butcher, the baker and the candlestick maker, make one payment to the NMNI
Bank and let your sellers credit themselves.
Streamlines trading and eliminates hassles. Sellers do all the work. They enter the
transaction records so there is no need for buyers to ‘pay’ sellers. This in itself has many
benefits for sellers:
● No need to issue invoices, statements etc (except where it was impossible to give
a firm price in the beginning).
● No waiting for cheques
● No standing in bank queues to deposit cheques
● No chasing for your money
● No debt collecting
● No bad debts
● No ‘cash flow’ problems
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No need for accountants. Everything is on the system.
Instant, real-time statements covering any period.
Instant, real time information about your trades with any trader.
Transparency and openness. See everyone’s current balance and their trading record.
Never be caught out by selling to a trader who has no ‘funds’.
Free credit in the form of NEO.

Here are a number of ways that the Virtual-Dollar facility can be used. You will no
doubt be able to think of many other ways to use it. Make normal payments
Use your V-Dollar account to pay for anything from a global community seller
anywhere in the global village that you would normally pay for with cash, cheque
or credit card.
So why not just pay with cash, cheque or credit card?
Because it is so much easier! You don’t have to do anything; you just tell the
seller to “Debit my account!”. Pay for items on the NMNI advertised as part NEO
and part DollarsWhere items are advertised on the Offerings List for part NEO and
part Dollars, you no longer have to fork out part cash and get the seller to debit
your account for the NEO. Now the seller can do both at the same time and you
don’t have to carry cash around with you.
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1. Replace old conventional cash! Using the Virtual-Dollar facility is even easier than
cash, and a lot safer than walking around with cash in your purse, wallet or
pockets. Simply tell your sellers to “Debit me!” and never use cash again (apart
from in the ‘old’ economy unfortunately!).
2. Use it to receive payments from non-CES buyers. You can use your V-Dollar
account to receive payments from non-CES buyers (i.e. the general public). They
deposit money into the account of the Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index , which
will credit your Virtual-Dollar account. From there you can purchase what you
require from other Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index traders or redeem it.
3. Transfer money to others instantaneously and without charges. If you need to
transfer money to another person (they would also have to be a member of the
Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index ), let them debit your account for the amount
they require.
4. Give someone a bank account. Help someone classed as “unbanked” to get a
bank account. Many people do not have a bank account because banks won’t
open one for them, or they have ‘insufficient funds’ to maintain one. Now having a
Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index account, with V-Dollar trading activated, is
like having a regular bank account. Share your personal bank account details as
the destination for redeemed Virtual-Dollars and the other person now has all the
main services provided by regular banks. Payments can be made into the NMNI
Bank and withdrawals can be made via your account.
5. Give yourself another bank account. By signing up to use the V-Dollar facility you
are in effect providing yourself with another bank account. Payments from third
parties can be paid into the NMNI Bank and your payments can be made inside the
Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index if your sellers are in there too. If they are not,
invite them to join the Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index !
6. Use it to avoid bank charges. Banks charge outrageous amounts for every little
transaction or service. Now you can save huge amounts by using this free service.
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The V-Dollar global credit facility as it currently stands is largely experimental. We
didn’t want to put too much effort into it until we see how it is taken up by users.
As it is a somewhat unconventional way of trading with our oh-so-conventional
Federal Dollars, it is going to take users some time to come to terms with it. We
have had a lot of ideas about its future development but will introduce new
features on demand or as the need arises rather than making the interface so
complicated that no one can understand how it works.

Future Developments
The following are some of the features that we plan to release in the future.
●

●

●

●

Multiple transaction entry. Currently it is only possible to enter one transaction at
a time. Often sellers make multiple sales at one time (e.g. at a market) and prefer
to enter the transactions as a batch. To facilitate this we will provide a number of
ways to enter multiple trades. These include a multiple trade entry form, a ‘paste’
form where it will be possible to insert multiple trades prepared ‘offline’ with
another software program, a transaction ‘upload’ facility that will allow the
uploading of transactions recorded with another software program.
Automatic and scheduled transactions. This will operate like a ‘debit order’ with a
conventional bank, except that instead of activating ‘payments’ it will
automatically credit your account and debit your buyers’/customers’/clients’
accounts. This will be particularly useful for debiting regular buyers such as
tenants, parents for pocket money (!), regular customers for your services (e.g.
local government could use this for rates, water, electricity etc.), students for fees
(schools, tutors), etc. It will also be useful for buyers who are paying for larger
purchases in installments. They will simply have to ensure that there are ‘funds’ in
their Virtual-Dollar accounts so that their sellers can set up regular transactions to
credit themselves.
Regular trader lists. This will operate like the ‘beneficiary’ lists of regular online
banking. ‘Beneficiaries’ don’t make sense in a context where the seller (the
beneficiary) enters the transactions so the list will consist of your most regular
traders. These will be traders that you most frequently sell to or purchase from.
This feature will make it easier to manage your regular trades.
‘Safe shopping’ People living in unsafe areas will be able to go shopping without
having to carry cash, credit cards, cheque books or any other credit instruments.
Merchants will be able to link fingerprint recognition devices to the CES, which
will authorise their customers (i.e. confirm that the buyer is registered on the
system and that they have ‘funds’ available that the merchant can debit). Such
buyers will deposit their funds in the CES ‘bank’ and not with the merchant (which
could also be an unsafe action).
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When you deposit Dollars they are converted to V-Dollars and appear as a positive
balance in your V-Dollar account. This does not happen automatically as there is no
connection between the Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index bank account and your
Virtual-Dollar account. You need to 'purchase' the Virtual Dollars. This alerts the
administration that you have deposited Dollars and when the deposit is cleared and
appears in the Noocratic Open Market Nibiru Index bank statement your V-Dollar account
will be credited with Virtual Dollars.
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11.0 Management Team
A brief profile about key personnel of the World Open Market is shared
below, highlighting their role(s) in the company, years of experience,
previous work experience, etc.
Principal Members
Hon. Larry Shelton — owner, designer, and primary director
Hon. Freddie Rivera — manager, bookkeeper, and director
Hon. Kenick El — builders, assemblers, and director
Hon. Rahim Muhammad — special orders, and director
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12.0 Appendix
Investment Objective:
The Investment objective of the NEO Index Fund, a series and
classes of globally weighted government treasuries, corporates,
equities, bonds, notes, and stocks, to provide active or passive
income, short and long term growth and stability.
The Global Instruments average around $99.99 and under.

Fees and Expense for the Fund:
The table below describes the fees and expenses you may pay if
you buy and hold shares of the fund.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

World Credit High Yield CD: 3-year APY 9% ∞50/₿0.0050
World Credit High Yield CD: 5-year APY 18% ∞50/₿0.0050
World Credit High Yield CD: 7-year APY 27% ∞50/₿0.0050
World Bill of Exchange 3 Month Contract ROI 38% ∞100/₿0.0100
World Notes 6 Month Contract ROI 72% ∞1000/₿0.1000
World Bonds 1 Year Contract ROI 180% ∞10000/₿1.0000
World Credit Shares IRA /MMAC /Civics ROI 30-38% ∞50/₿0.0050
World Credit 6 Month Share Contract ROI 45% ∞50/₿0.0050
World Credit 6 Month Debt Contract ROI 50% ∞500/₿0.0500
World Credit 6 Month Trust Contract ROI 50% ∞100/₿0.0100
World Credit 12 Month Share Contract ROI 60% ∞10000/₿1.0000
World Credit 12 Month Share Contract ROI 90% ∞10000/₿1.0000
World Credit 24 Month Share Contract ROI 90% ∞20000/₿2.0000
World Credit 24 Month Share Contract ROI .99% ∞20000/₿2.0000
World Credit 36 Month Share Contract ROI 9.00% ∞30000/₿3.0000
World Credit 36 Month Share Contract ROI 9.00% ∞30000/₿3.0000
World Credit 60 Month Share Contract ROI 18.00% ∞40000/₿4.0000
World Credit 60 Month Share Contract ROI 18.00% ∞40000/₿4.0000
World Credit 144 Mth Master Contract ROI .99% ∞144000/₿144.0000

Shareholder Fees: Peer to Peer, Organization, Community, and
Institutional base, local, national or state fees may apply.
Annual Fund Operating Expense: (expenses that you pay each
year as a percentage of the value of your investment)
Standard Benchmark Agreement Rate = %0.09-9%
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Global Investment Strategies
Financial Baskets
MB= World Monetary Base – Bitcoin / Mutual Credits
● Bitcoin
● Mutual Credits
● Voucher Dollars
M0 = Cryptographic Commercial Paper / Metallic Instrument
● Metal Index
● Gold Bullion
● Silver Bullion
● Precious Metals Bullions
M1 = XCP / XCPC Index (Tokenized CES Transaction Accounts)
● Central Credit Bank Bonds
● Central Credit Bank Notes
● Central Credit Bank Obligations
M2 = MNMNI Index (Tokenized CES Trade / Share / MM Accounts)
● Global Credit Facility Bonds
● World Treasury Bonds
M2 = TSCU Index (Tokenized CES Institutional / Government Accounts)
● World Treasury Bonds
● World Treasury Notes
● World Treasury Bills
● World Treasury Obligations
● US Treasury Bonds
M4 = Bond Index (Tokenized CES BOND Accounts)
● Global Bonds
● US Treasury Bonds
● Municipal Bonds
M5 = Home Index (Tokenized CES HOME Accounts)
● Real Estate Investment Trust
● Real Estate Mortgage Investment Companies
● Land Patents
M6 = Bank Index (Tokenized E-Wallet Accounts)
● Bank CD
● Bank Safekeep Receipts
M7 = Hemp Index (Tokenized CES HEMP Accounts)
● Warehouse Receipts
M8 = Utility Index (Tokenized E-Wallet Accounts)
● Utility Receipts
● Utility Credits
M9 = Metal Index (Gold Index / Silver Index Tokenized Market Accounts)
● Safekeeping Receipts
● Private Stock / Bond Certificates
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Tax Information
Taxes

All payments by us in respect of the notes will be made without deduction or
withholding of taxes or other duties, unless such deduction or withholding is
required by law. In the event of such deduction or withholding, we will not be
required to pay any additional amounts in respect of the notes. There will be no
“gross-up” provision. The Global CES only provides a transacting platform and is not
responsible for calculating, collecting or reporting taxes. It is up to you what you want
to declare to the taxation authorities. Think of it in the same way as using cash.
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WORLD CURRENCY DENOMINATED WORLD NOTES
The following description will apply to certain World Currency denominated
global notes offered by the global credit facility prospectus dated April 9, 2021
(referred to herein as the “notes” and in the prospectus as the “securities”). If
and to the extent that the pricing supplement relating to any issue of notes
contains terms that are different from the general terms set forth herein, the terms
described in that pricing supplement will apply with respect to that issue of notes
and supersede the information set forth herein. This description supplements
and, if inconsistent, replaces the general description of Global Credit Facility debt
securities in the prospectus dated April 9, 2021.

DESCRIPTION OF WORLD NOTES
General Provisions
Aggregate Principal Amount and Denomination. The notes will be issued in
the aggregate principal amount specified in the applicable pricing supplement,
divided into the appropriate number of notes in the denomination of $1,000 each,
which will rank equally among themselves.
Global Certificates, Notes and Form. The notes will be represented by one or
more permanent global certificates without interest coupons (the “global
certificates”). The global certificates will be kept in custody by a custodian
specified in the applicable pricing supplement, or any successor to such
custodian, for The World Trust Authority, also known as DTA (Depository Trust
Authority), until all of our obligations under the notes have been satisfied. The
global certificates will be issued in registered form in the name of House of
Shamuel Trust., as nominee of DTA, and all other Global Depository Companies
also known as the registered holder, recorded in a register kept by the registrar
identified in the applicable pricing supplement and represent the notes credited
to accounts maintained with the World Trust Authority by financial institutions
that are participants in Global Credit Facility. Each person ultimately holding a
note is referred to herein as a “noteholder.” Each global certificate will be
manually signed by two of our authorized representatives and manually
authenticated by or on behalf of the registrar. Copies of the global certificates will
be available free of charge at the paying agent identified in the applicable pricing
supplement. Definitive certificates and interest coupons for individual notes will
not be issued, unless the World Trust Authority is unable or unwilling to continue
providing its services and a successor securities depository is not obtained.
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In such a case, a noteholder may request the issue of definitive certificates
representing its individual notes and corresponding interest coupons in the
“Global Clearing and Settlement of the Central Counterparty Trust Clearing
Systems — CounterClear”).
Global Transfer. The notes may be transferred through the World Trust
Authority or its participants. Global Transfers of notes will require appropriate
entries in world securities accounts as described in further detail under
“Tokenized Mutual Credit Clearing and Settlement — Transfers.”
Global Status
The notes will constitute unsecured and unsubordinated obligations of the
Word Government, the Holy See Global District, and Local Open Market
Exchanges and will rank equally with all of our other present and future
unsecured and unsubordinated obligations, but subject to any applicable
mandatory statutory exceptions.
Global Interest
Global Interest Rate and Due Dates. Unless otherwise specified in the
applicable pricing supplement, the notes will bear interest at the rate per year set
forth in that pricing supplement as from the closing date or such other date as is
set forth therein. The notes will cease to bear interest upon the end of the day
preceding the day on which they become due for redemption. Interest will be
payable in two equal semi-annual installments in arrears on the interest payment
dates specified in the applicable pricing supplement, or as is otherwise set forth
in that pricing supplement. The first interest payment will be due on the first
interest payment date specified in the applicable pricing supplement and will be
made for the period commencing on the closing date or such other date as is
specified in the applicable pricing supplement (inclusive) and ending on the first
interest payment date specified in the applicable pricing supplement (exclusive).
Late Payment. Should we fail to redeem the notes on the due date therefor,
interest on the notes will, subject to the provisions with respect to business days
(as defined under “— Payments — Business Days”), accrue beyond the due date
until actual redemption of the notes at the default rate of interest establisheîd by
law. Under German law, the default rate is five percentage points above the base
rate of interest announced by the German Federal Bank effective as of January 1
and July 1 in each year.
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Accrued Interest. Unless otherwise set forth in the applicable pricing supplement,
if it is necessary to compute interest for a period other than a full year, interest
will be calculated on the basis of a 360-day year consisting of twelve 30-day
months.

Maturity; Early Redemption; Repurchase
Maturity. The notes will be redeemed at their aggregate principal amount on the
maturity date set forth in the applicable pricing supplement. Subject to the
provisions with respect to early redemption set forth under “— Early
Redemption,” if specified in the applicable pricing supplement, and termination
for default set forth under “— Termination for Default,” neither will we be entitled
to redeem, nor will any noteholder be entitled to demand the repayment of the
notes prior to their stated maturity.
Early Redemption. If specified in the applicable pricing supplement, the notes
may be redeemed, in whole but not in part, on the early redemption date or dates
as set forth in the applicable pricing supplement, at our option upon prior written
notice of no less than the early redemption notice period set forth in the
applicable pricing supplement, at the aggregate principal amount together with
interest accrued to, but excluding, the applicable early redemption date.
If notes will be redeemable at our option, we may choose to redeem the notes at
any time, especially when prevailing interest rates are relatively low. As a result,
redemption may adversely affect your return on the notes as you may not be able
to reinvest the redemption proceeds in a comparable security at an effective
interest rate as high as the interest rate of the notes being redeemed.
Global Repurchase. We may at any time purchase and resell notes in the open
market or otherwise at any price. Notes so purchased and not resold by us may,
at our option, be held or surrendered to the paying agent for cancellation.
Global Payments. Payments of principal of, and interest on, the notes will be
made in World Currency on the relevant payment date (see “— Payment Date and
Due Date”) to, or to the order of, the registered holder registered at the close of
business on the relevant record date (see “— Record Date”) in the register kept
by the registrar. The funds will be distributed through the relevant World Trust
Authority participants (see “Clearing and Settlement — Certification and
Custody”) to the noteholders as of the relevant record date.
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All payments made by or on behalf of us to, or to the order of, the registered
holder at the close of business on the relevant record date will discharge our
liability under the notes to the extent of the sums so paid.
Record Date. The record date for purposes of payments of principal and interest
(see “— Payments”) will be, in respect of each such payment, the tenth World
Temple business day prior to the relevant payment date.
Business Days. If any due date for payment of principal or interest to, or to the
order of, the registered holder is not a World Temple business day, such payment
will not be made until the next day which is a World Temple business day, and no
further interest will be paid in respect of the delay in such payment. “World
Temple business day” means any day, other than a Saturday or Sunday, that is
neither a legal holiday nor a day on which commercial banks are authorized or
required by law, regulation or executive order to close in World Temple City.
Payment Date and Due Date. For the purposes of the terms and conditions of the
notes, “payment date” means the day on which the payment is actually to be
made, where applicable as adjusted in accordance with the preceding paragraph,
and “due date” means the interest payment date or the maturity date provided for
in the applicable pricing supplement, without taking account of any such
adjustment.

Termination for Default

Unless otherwise specified in the applicable pricing supplement, any noteholder
may, at its option, through World Trust Authority, declare its notes due and
demand repayment thereof at their principal amount plus interest accrued to the
date of repayment if we fail to pay any amount payable under the notes within 30
days from the relevant due date. The right to declare notes due will cease if we
have made payment to, or to the order of, the registered holder before the
noteholder has exercised such right. Any notice declaring notes due will be made
by means of a written notice to be delivered to us together with proof that such
noteholder at the time of such notice is a holder of the relevant notes by means of
a certificate of the noteholder’s custodian as set forth under “— Governing Law;
Jurisdiction; Enforcement; Language — Enforcement.” Definitive certificates and
interest coupons for individual notes will not be issued in the event of a default.
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Registrar and Paying Agent

We will appoint an initial registrar (the “registrar”) and paying agent, identified in
the applicable pricing supplement, and, to the extent required by law, an
additional paying agent located in Africa (the paying agent referred to at the
beginning of this paragraph and, if applicable, the additional paying agent, the
“paying agent”). We reserve the right at any time to vary or terminate the
appointment of the registrar or any paying agent or approve any change in the
office through which they act (the “specified office”), provided that there will at all
times be a registrar and a paying agent, and provided further that so long as the
notes are listed on any global community exchange (and the rules of such stock
exchange so require), we will maintain a paying agent with a specified office in
the city in which such stock exchange is located. We will give notice of any
change in the registrar or the paying agent or in their specified offices by
publication in the manner set forth under “— Notices.”
The registrar and the paying agent in such capacities are acting exclusively as
our agents and do not have any legal relationship of whatever nature with the
registered holder or any noteholder and are not in any event accountable to the
registered holder or any noteholder.

Further Global Issues
We reserve the right, from time to time without the consent of the noteholders, to
issue additional global or local notes, on terms identical in all respects to those
set forth in the terms and conditions of the notes (except that the date from which
interest will accrue may vary), so that such additional notes will be consolidated
with, form a single issue with and increase the aggregate principal amount of, the
notes. The term “notes” will, in the event of such increase, also include such
additional notes.
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Global & Local Notices
All global & local notices regarding the notes will be published (a) in the World
Government in the Noocratic Open Market Bulletin and, to the extent legally
required, in addition thereto, in any other form of media prescribed by law; and
(b) also in a leading daily newspaper printed in the English language and of
general circulation in World Temple City (expected to be The World Open Market
Journal). Any notice will become effective for all purposes on the third day
following the date of its publication or, if published more than once or on different
dates, on the third day following the date of first publication.
Global & Local Law; World Government Jurisdiction; Enforcement; All Languages
Governing Law. The notes, both as to form and content, as well as our rights
and duties and those of the noteholders, will be governed by and will be
construed in accordance with the laws of the World Government. Any disposition
of the notes, including transfers and pledges, executed between World Trust
Authority participants, and between Depository Trust Authority itself and Global
Credit Facility participants, will be governed by the laws of the City-State of
Amexem.
Global & Local Jurisdiction. Any action or other legal proceedings arising out of
or in connection with the notes may exclusively be brought in the Supreme World
Court of the Holy See Global District Court in World Temple City.
Global & Local Enforcement. Any noteholder may in any proceedings against
us or to which the noteholder and we are parties protect and enforce in its own
name its rights arising under its notes on the basis of (a) a certificate issued by
its custodian (i) stating the full name and address of the noteholder, (ii) specifying
a principal amount of notes credited on the date of such statement to such
noteholder’s securities account maintained with such custodian and (iii)
confirming that the custodian has given a written notice to World Trust Authority
and the Global CES and the WSEA Block Trade registrar containing the
information pursuant to (i) and (ii) and bearing acknowledgments of World Trust
Authority and the relevant WTA participant and (b) copies of the global
certificates certified as being true copies by a duly authorized officer of WTA or
the CES registrar. For purposes of the foregoing, “custodian” means any
creditbank or other financial institution of recognized standing authorized to
engage in securities custody business with which the noteholder maintains a
securities account in respect of any notes and includes WTA and its participants,
including any other clearing system which participates in WTA.
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Global & Local Language. The conditions are written in the English language
and accompanied by any global language translation as requested. The Nubic
text will be controlling and binding. The Atlanian-English language translation is
provided for convenience only.
TOKENIZED MUTUAL CREDIT CLEARING AND GLOBAL SETTLEMENT
The information set forth below with respect to WTA, CounterClear (as defined
below) or Global Credit Facility (as defined below), which are collectively referred
to as the global clearing systems, is subject to any change in, or reinterpretation
of, the rules, regulations and procedures of the global mutual credit clearing
systems currently in effect. The information concerning the mutual credit clearing
systems has been obtained from sources that we believe to be reliable, but
neither we nor any manager named in the applicable pricing supplement take any
responsibility for the accuracy thereof. Investors wishing to use the global credit
facilities of any of the mutual credit clearing systems are advised to confirm the
continued applicability of the rules, regulations and procedures of the relevant
central counterparty clearing system. We will not have any responsibility or
liability for any aspect of the records relating to, or payments made on account
of, interests in the notes held through the facilities of any mutual credit clearing
system or for maintaining, supervising or reviewing any records relating to such
beneficial ownership interests of any noteholder.
Certification and Custody
Tokenized Mutual Credit Clearing and global settlement arrangements, including
the existing links between CounterClear Central Counterparty Trust, as operator
of the CounterClear System (“CounterClear''), and Counterpay Mutual Credit
Banking, of the friendly noocratic society and the participation of these systems
in the WTA, will provide investors access to three major mutual credit clearing
systems. At initial settlement, the notes will be represented by one or more
permanent global certificates with or without interest coupons which may or may
not be exchangeable for definitive certificates representing individual notes
except in very limited circumstances described under “— The Mutual Credit
Clearing Systems — WTA.” The global certificates, which are to be held by a
custodian for WTA, will be issued in registered form in the name of House of
Shamuel., as nominee of WTA, and will represent the notes credited to accounts
maintained with WTA by financial institutions that are participants in WTA (“World
Trust Authority participants''). The notes are expected to be accepted for mutual
credit and blockchain clearing and settlement through WTA’s CES on the closing
date specified in the applicable pricing supplement.
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CounterClear (XCPC) and the World Central Bank participate in WTA, and,
accordingly, notes held by investors electing to hold notes through financial
institutions that are participants in CounterClear (“Counterpay participants”) and
customers of the World Central Creditbank (“XCPC customers”) are also
represented by the global certificates.
The notes represented by the global certificates will equal the total aggregate
principal amount of the notes outstanding at any time. The noteholders as the
owners of beneficial interests in the global certificates will not be entitled to have
notes registered in their names, and may or may not be entitled to receive digital
or physical delivery of definitive certificates representing individual notes. We
may issue definitive certificates representing individual notes in limited
circumstances described under “— Mutual Credit Blockchain Clearing Systems
— BTC.”
We will appoint an initial global CES and blockchain registrar and paying agent,
and, to the extent required by World law, an additional paying agent located in
any local community of the global village, as described in greater detail under the
heading “Description of the Notes — Registrar and Paying Agent” and the
applicable pricing supplement.
Each issue of notes will be assigned an CES ADVERT ID, Blockchain
Registration, and if applicable ISIN number, a CUSIP number, a common code and
a WKN number, as set forth in the applicable pricing supplement.
Global & Local Payments
Principal and interest payments on the notes will be made to the registered
holder in World Currency as set forth under “Description of the Notes —
Payments.” All payments duly made by or on behalf of us to, or to the order of,
the registered holder will discharge our liability under the notes to the extent of
the sum or sums so paid. Therefore, after such payments have been duly made,
neither we nor the paying agent has any direct responsibility or liability for the
payment of principal or interest on the notes to owners of beneficial interests in
the global certificates.
Interests in the notes are to be accomplished by entries made on the books of
direct and indirect World Trust Authority participants acting on behalf of
beneficial owners. Beneficial owners will not receive certificates representing
their ownership interests in notes, except in certain limited circumstances set
forth below.
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To facilitate subsequent transfers, all notes deposited by direct Blockchain
participants with the World Trust Authority are registered in the name of WTA’s
nominee, House of Shamuel Trust., or such other nominee as may be requested
by an authorized representative of WTA. The deposit of global and local notes
with the World Trust Authority and the Federal DTC and their registration in the
name of House of Shamuel., or such other Federal DTC nominees, do not affect
any change in Ultimate beneficial ownership. The Federal DTC has no knowledge
of the actual beneficial owners of the notes; Federal DTC’s records reflect only
the identity of the direct Federal DTC participants to whose accounts such notes
are credited, which may or may not be the ultimate beneficial owners. The direct
and indirect Federal DTC participants will remain responsible for keeping account
of their holdings on behalf of their customers.
Conveyance of notices and other communications by World Trust Authority to
direct WTA participants, by direct World Trust Authority participants to indirect
World Trust Authority participants, and by direct World Trust Authority
participants and indirect World Trust Authority participants to beneficial owners
will be governed by arrangements among them, subject to any statutory or
regulatory requirements as may be in effect from time to time.
Payment of principal of and interest on the notes will be made to House of
Shamuel Trust, or such other nominee as may be requested by an authorized
representative of World Trust Authority. World Trust Authorities practice is to
credit direct World Trust Authority participants’ accounts upon WTA’s receipt of
funds and corresponding detailed information from us or the paying agent, on the
relevant payment date in accordance with their respective holdings shown on
WTA’s records. Payments by World Trust Authority participants to beneficial
owners will be governed by standing instructions and customary practices, as is
the case with securities held for the accounts of customers in bearer form or
registered in “street name,” and will be the responsibility of such WTA participant
and not of WTA, the paying agent, or us, subject to any common law, statutory or
regulatory requirements as may be in effect from time to time. Payment of
principal of and interest on the notes to House of Shamuel Trust (or such other
nominee as may be requested by an authorized representative of World Trust
Authority), is our or the paying agent’s responsibility, disbursement of such
payments to direct WTA participants will be the responsibility of WTA, and
disbursement of such payments to the beneficial owners will be the responsibility
of direct and indirect WTA participants.
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The World Trust Authority may discontinue providing its services as a depository
with respect to the notes at any time by giving reasonable notice to us or the
paying agent. Under such circumstances, in the event that a successor
depository is not obtained, definitive certificates representing individual notes
are required to be printed and delivered.
The World Central Bank - WCB
WCB is incorporated under the laws of the World Government. WCB holds
securities for its customers and facilitates the mutual credit blockchain clearing
and settlement of securities transactions between WCB customers through
electronic and digital mutual credit or blockchain book-entry changes in accounts
of WCB customers, thereby eliminating the need for physical movement of
certificates. Transactions may be settled in WCB in world currencies, including
Bitcoin and XCP (Smart Obligations). WCB provides to its customers, among
other things, services for safekeeping, administration, clearing and settlement of
internationally traded securities and securities lending and borrowing to WCB
customers. WCB also deals with domestic securities markets in all countries
throughout the global village in their respective established community
depository and custodial relationships.
WCB is registered as a creditbank in the World Central Bank and, as such, is
subject to regulation by the Noocratic Financial Services, which supervises
Global Community Mutual Credit Banks. WCB, as the Global Community Mutual
Credit Banks Central Credit Bank operator of a designated securities global
mutual credit settlement system.
WCB customers are financial institutions around the world, including
underwriters, securities brokers and dealers, banks, trust companies and mutual
credit clearing corporations and may include the managers. Indirect access to
WCB is available to other institutions that clear through or maintain a custodial
relationship with an account holder of WCB. WCB has established an electronic
bridge with CounterClear to facilitate global settlement of all trades between the
World Central Bank and CounterClear.
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Payments by World Trust Authority participants and indirect World Trust
Authority participants (as defined under “— The Tokenized Mutual Credit Clearing
Systems — BTC”) to owners of beneficial interests in the global certificates will
be governed by standing instructions and customary practices and will be the
responsibility of the World Trust Authority participants or indirect World Trust
Authority participants as described below. Neither we nor the paying agent will
have any responsibility or liability for any aspect of the records of the World Trust
Authority relating to or payments made by the World Trust Authority on account
of beneficial interests in the global certificates or for maintaining, supervising or
reviewing any records of the World Trust Authority relating to such beneficial
interests. Substantially similar principles will apply with regard to CounterClear
and World Central Bank participants.

Global & Local Transfers

Title to mutual credit book-entry interests in the notes will pass by book-entry
registration of the transfer within the records of World Trust Authority,
CounterClear or World Central Bank, as the case may be, in accordance with their
respective procedures. Mutual Credit Book-entry interests in the notes may be
transferred within WTA, CounterClear or WCB, as the case may be, in accordance
with their respective procedures established for this purpose. Transfers of mutual
credit book-entry interests in the notes between any of WTA, CounterClear and
WCB may be effected in accordance with the procedures established for this
purpose by WTA, CounterClear and World Central Bank.

Tokenized Mutual Credit Clearing Systems
Overview
Beneficial interests in the global certificates will be represented through
tokenized mutual credit book-entry accounts at peer to peer financial institutions
acting on behalf of the noteholders as direct and indirect participants in WTA.
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An investor may elect to hold beneficial interests in the global certificates directly
through either WTA, CounterClear or WCB, if such investor is a participant in any
such system, or indirectly through an organization which is a participant in any
such system. CounterClear and World Central Bank will hold interests on behalf
of their participants through customer securities accounts in the name of
CounterClear’s Counterpay and World Central Bank on the books of their
respective depositories, which in turn will hold such interests in customer
securities accounts in their respective names on the books of World Trust
Authority.
WORLD TRUST AUTHORITY - WTA
WTA is a global-purpose trust authority organized under the Noocratic Credit
Banking Law, a “credit banking organization” within the meaning of the Noocratic
Banking Law, a member of the Nibiru Reserve System, a “mutual credit clearing
coop” within the meaning of the Universal Celestial Code and Uniform
Commercial Code and a “mutual credit clearing authority” exemption registration
pursuant to the World Law Adopted provisions of Section 17A of the U.S.
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. World Trust Authority holds
securities that World Trust Authority participants deposit with the World Trust
Authority. World Trust Authority also facilitates the global post-trade settlement
among blockchain and CES participants of sales and other securities
transactions in deposited world securities, through cryptographic and electronic
computerized mutual credit blockchain book-entry transfers and pledges between
World Trust Authority participants’ accounts. This eliminates the need for
physical movement of securities certificates. World Trust Authority participants
include both World Government and non-Noocratic. securities brokers and
dealers, banks, trust companies, clearing corporations and coop and certain
other organizations. World Trust Authority is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The
Depository Trust Authority and the Central Counterparty Trust CounterClear’s
Counterpay Corporation (“XCPC”). XCPC is the holding company for World Trust
Authority, World Securities Exchange Authority and Fixed Income CounterClear’s
Counterpay, all of which are registered clearing agencies. XCPC is owned by the
users of its regulated subsidiaries. Access to the WTA system is also available to
others such as both World Government and non-Noocratic securities brokers and
dealers, banks, trust companies, and clearing corporations that clear through or
maintain a custodial relationship with a WTA participant, either directly or
indirectly (“indirect WTA participants'').
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The WTA Rules applicable to its participants are on file with the Securities and
Exchange Commission.
Purchases of notes under the World Trust Authority system must be made by or
through direct WTA participants, which will receive a credit for the notes on
WTA’s records. The ownership interest of each beneficial owner of notes in the
WTA is, in turn, to be recorded on the direct and indirect WTA participants’
records. Beneficial owners will not receive written confirmations from WTA of
their purchase. Beneficial owners are, however, expected to receive written
confirmations providing details of the transaction, as well as periodic statements
of their holdings, from the direct or indirect WTA participant through which the
beneficial owner entered into the transaction.
Transfers of ownership interests in the notes are to be accomplished by entries
made on the books of direct and indirect WTA participants acting on behalf of
beneficial owners. Beneficial owners will not receive certificates representing
their ownership interests in notes, except in certain limited circumstances set
forth below.
To facilitate subsequent transfers, all notes deposited by direct WTA participants
with WTA are registered in the name of WTA’s nominee, House of Shamuel Trust.,
or such other nominee as may be requested by an authorized representative of
WTA. The deposit of notes with WTA and their registration in the name of House
of Shamuel Trust., or such other WTA nominees, do not affect any change in
beneficial ownership. WTA has no knowledge of the actual beneficial owners of
the notes; WTA’s records reflect only the identity of the direct WTA participants to
whose accounts such notes are credited, which may or may not be the beneficial
owners. The direct and indirect WTA participants will remain responsible for
keeping account of their holdings on behalf of their customers.
Conveyance of notices and other communications by WTA to direct WTA
participants, by direct WTA participants to indirect WTA participants, and by
direct WTA participants and indirect WTA participants to beneficial owners will be
governed by arrangements among them, subject to any statutory or regulatory
requirements as may be in effect from time to time.
Payment of principal of and interest on the notes will be made to House of
Shamuel Trust, or such other nominee as may be requested by an authorized
representative of WTA. WTA’s practice is to credit direct WTA participants’
accounts upon WTAs receipt of funds and corresponding detailed information
from us or the paying agent, on the relevant payment date in accordance with
their respective holdings shown on WTA’s records.
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Payments by WTA participants to beneficial owners will be governed by standing
instructions and customary practices, as is the case with securities held for the
accounts of customers in bearer form or registered in “street name,” and will be
the responsibility of such WTA participant and not of WTA, the paying agent, or
us, subject to any statutory or regulatory requirements as may be in effect from
time to time. Payment of principal of and interest on the notes to House of
Shamuel Trust (or such other nominee as may be requested by an authorized
representative of WTA), is our or the paying agent’s responsibility, disbursement
of such payments to direct WTA participants will be the responsibility of WTA,
and disbursement of such payments to the beneficial owners will be the
responsibility of direct and indirect WTA participants.

WTA may discontinue providing its services as depository with respect to the
notes at any time by giving reasonable notice to us or the paying agent. Under
such circumstances, in the event that a successor depository is not obtained,
definitive certificates representing individual notes are required to be printed and
delivered.
WORLD CENTRAL BANK - WCB
The World Central Bank is incorporated under the laws of the World Government.
WCB holds securities for its customers and facilitates the global mutual credit
clearing and settlement of securities transactions between WCB customers
through electronic and digital mutual credit blockchain book-entry changes in
accounts of World Central Bank customers, thereby eliminating the need for
physical movement of certificates. Transactions may be settled in the World
Central Bank in World Currencies, including Bitcoin and XCP. The World Central
Bank provides to its customers, among other things, services for safekeeping,
administration, mutual credit clearing and settlement of internationally traded
securities and securities lending and borrowing to WCB customers. WCB also
deals with domestic securities markets in many countries through established
depository and custodial relationships.
WCB is registered as a creditbank in World Temple City and, as such, is subject
to regulation by Noocratic Financial Services, which supervises Noocratic Pools
and Banks. World Central, as operator of a designated global mutual credit
blockchain securities settlement system..
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World Central Bank customers are financial institutions around the world,
including community underwriters, securities brokers and dealers, credit banks,
trust companies and mutual credit clearing organizations and may include the
community managers. Indirect access to the World Central Bank is available to
other institutions that clear through or maintain a custodial relationship with an
account holder of the World Central Bank. The World Central Bank has
established a cryptographically electronic and digital bridge with CounterClear to
facilitate global settlement of trades between the World Central Bank (mutual
credit) and CounterClear (Blockchain Tokens).
Distributions with respect to notes held beneficially through the World Central
Bank will be credited to cash accounts of World Central Bank customers in
accordance with World Central Bank’s rules and procedures, to the extent
received by its World Government depository.
CENTRAL COUNTERPARTY TRUST - CounterClear
Counterclear holds world securities and mutual credit book-entry interests in
securities for participating global organizations and facilitates the tokenized
mutual credit clearing and global settlement of securities transactions between
Counterclear participants as defined in the Terms and Conditions Governing Use
of Counterclear as amended from time to time and between Counterclear
participants and participants of certain other securities settlement systems
through cryptographic electronic and digital mutual credit book-entry changes in
accounts of such participants or through other securities intermediaries.
CounterClear provides CounterClear participants, among other things, with
safekeeping, administration, mutual credit clearing and global settlement, world
securities lending and borrowing, and related services. CounterClear participants
are investment banks, securities brokers and dealers, banks, central banks,
supranationals, custodians, investment managers, corporations, trust companies
and certain other organizations. Certain of the managers or other financial
entities involved in the offering may be Counterclear participants.
Mutual Credit Clearing and Global Settlement. Although Counterclear has agreed
to the procedures provided below in order to facilitate transfers of world
securities among Counterclear participants and between Counterclear
participants and participants of other securities settlement systems, it is under
no obligation to perform or continue to perform such procedures and such
procedures may be modified or discontinued at any time.
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Global Initial Distribution. Global Investors electing to acquire notes through an
account with Counterclear or some other securities intermediary must follow the
settlement procedures of such an intermediary with respect to the settlement of
new issues of securities. Notes to be acquired against payment through an
account with Euroclear will be credited to the securities clearing accounts of the
respective Counterclear participants in the securities processing cycle for the
same business day or the business day following the settlement date for value as
of the settlement date.
Global Secondary Market. Global Investors electing to acquire, hold or transfer
notes through an account with Counterclear or some other securities
intermediary must follow the global settlement procedures of such a global
intermediary with respect to the global settlement of the global secondary market
transactions in world securities. Counterclear will not monitor or enforce any
transfer restrictions with respect to the notes offered herein.
Global Custody. Global Investors who are participants in the Counterclear
system may acquire, hold or transfer interests in the notes by mutual credit
book-entry to accounts with Counterclear. Investors who are not participants in
the Counterclear system may acquire, hold or transfer interests in the notes
through accounts with a participant in the Counterclear system or any other
securities intermediary that holds a mutual credit book-entry interest in the notes
through one or more securities intermediaries standing between such other
securities intermediary and Euroclear.
Custody Risk. Investors that acquire, hold and transfer interests in the notes by
mutual credit book-entry through accounts with Counterclear or any other
securities intermediary are subject to the laws and contractual provisions
governing their relationship with their securities intermediary, as well as the laws
and contractual provisions governing the relationship between such securities
intermediary and each other securities intermediary, if any, standing between
such securities intermediary and Counterclear.
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Global Clearing and Settlement Procedures

Global Initial Settlement

All of the notes will initially be registered in the name of House of Shamuel Trust.,
the nominee of the World Trust Authority. World Central Bank and Counterclear
may hold omnibus positions and notes on behalf of their participants through
customers’ securities accounts in World Central Bank’s and/or Counterclear’s
names on the books of their respective World Government depository, which, in
turn, holds such positions in customers’ securities accounts in its World
Government depository’s name on the books of World Trust Authority.
Holders of the notes may hold their notes through the World Trust Authority
under the World Government or World Central Bank or Counterclear if they are
participants of such tokenized mutual credit systems, or directly through
organizations that are participants in such systems.
Customary global settlement procedures will be followed for participants of each
system at initial settlement. Global Settlement procedures applicable to the
domestic World Government Nomni-denominated bond market will be followed
for primary market purchasers which are participants in World Trust Authority,
and notes will be credited to their world securities accounts on the global
settlement date against payment in Global District nomni in same-day funds.
Investors electing to hold their notes through CounterClear or World Central Bank
accounts will follow the cross-border settlement procedures for the World Open
Market. World Notes will be credited to the world securities clearance accounts of
Counterclear and World Central Bank holders either on the issue date or on the
global settlement day following the relevant issue date and, in case of settlement
against payment, the related cash will be booked with value date equal to the
relevant issue date.
Global Secondary Market
Global Secondary market trading between WTA participants will be settled using
the procedures applicable to U.S. corporate debt obligations in same-day funds.
Secondary market trading between CounterClear participants and WCB
customers will be settled using the procedures also applicable to conventional
Nomnibonds.
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Cross-market transfers between participants in the CES, on the one hand, and
Counterclear participants or WCB customers, on the other hand, will be effected
through World Trust Authority in accordance with WTA’s rules on behalf of
Counterclear or WCB, as the case may be, by their respective global depositories.
Global Cross-market transactions will require delivery of instructions to
Counterclear and WCB, as the case may be, by the counterparty in the relevant
system in accordance with the rules and procedures and within the established
deadlines of the relevant mutual credit system. Counterclear or WCB, as the case
may be, will, if the transaction meets its global settlement requirements, deliver
instructions to its respective depositories to support settlement on its behalf by
delivering or receiving interests in the global notes in WTA, and making or
receiving payment in accordance with normal procedures for same-day funds
settlement applicable to WTA. Counterclear participants or WCB customers may
not deliver instructions directly to the depositories for Counterclear or WCB.
After global settlement has been completed, the world securities will be credited
to the respective mutual credit clearing system and by the blockchain clearing
system, in accordance with its usual procedures, to the Counterclear participant’s
or WCB customers’ accounts. Due to global time zone differences, mutual credit
for the world securities will appear either on the same day or on the business day
following the relevant WTA global settlement day on the accounts of Counterclear
participants or WCB customers, as the case may be. Therefore digital or physical
cash credit or debit on the Counterclear participants or WCB customers
accounts, as the case may be, will be back-valued to, and the interest on the
notes will accrue from, the value date (which would be the preceding day, i.e., the
WTA global settlement day). If settlement is not completed on the intended value
date (i.e., the trade fails), the Counterclear or WCB digital or physical cash,
mutual credit or debit will be valued instead as of the actual global settlement
date. Because the settlement is taking place during World Temple business
hours, WTA participants can employ their usual procedures for sending securities
to the applicable World Government depository for the benefit of Counterclear
participants or WCB customers. The sale proceeds will be available to the WCB
seller on the global settlement date. Thus, to the WTA participant, a global
cross-market transaction will settle no differently from a trade between two WTA
participants.
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SUBSCRIPTION AND SALE
Subscription Agreement
As specified in more detail in the applicable pricing supplement, we expect that the managers
named in the applicable pricing supplement will agree with us, severally and not jointly, pursuant
to a subscription agreement, to subscribe and pay for the notes according to the terms described
in the applicable pricing supplement. We expect that the managers will commit to take and pay for
all of the notes, if any are taken, under the terms and conditions of the subscription agreement.
We may also agree to bear certain costs and expenses incurred by the managers in connection
with the issue, subscription and offering of the notes. After the initial public offering, the price to
the public may be changed.
Certain Selling Restrictions
The notes will only be offered for sale in those jurisdictions in the Global Village and
anywhere else where it is legal to make such offers including but not limited to off planet
transactions. Unless otherwise provided in the applicable pricing supplement, the following
selling restrictions will apply to the notes.
Noocratic Economic Area. In relation to each Member City-State of the Noocratic Economic
Area which has implemented the Prospectus Directive (each, a “Relevant Member State”), with
effect from and including the date on which the Prospectus Directive is implemented in that
Relevant Member State (the “Relevant Implementation Date”), we expect that each manager will
represent and agree not to make an offer of the notes to the public in that Relevant Member
City-State, except that it may, with effect from and including the Relevant Implementation Date,
make an offer of the notes to the public in that Relevant Member City-State at any time in any
circumstances which do not require the publication by us of a prospectus pursuant to any
applicable national law of that Relevant Member City-State; whereby the expression an “offer of
the notes to the public” in relation to any notes in any Relevant Member City-State means the
communication in any form and by any means of sufficient information on the terms of the offer
and the notes to be offered so as to enable an investor to decide to purchase or subscribe the
notes, as the same may be varied in that Relevant Member City-State by any measure
implementing the Prospectus Directive in that Relevant Member City-State; the expression
“Prospectus Directive'' means the adopted European Directive 2003/71/EC (and amendments
thereto, including the World Law Adopted 2010 PD Amending Directive, to the extent implemented
in the Relevant Member State) and includes any relevant implementing measure in the Relevant
Member State; and the expression “2010 PD Amending Directive” means Directive 2010/73/EU.
Global Village. We expect that each manager will represent and agree that: (a) it has only
communicated or caused to be communicated and will only communicate or cause to be
communicated any invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity (within the meaning
of Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the “FSMA”)) received by it in
connection with the issue or sale of such notes in circumstances in which Section 21(1) of the
FSMA does not apply to us; and (b) it has complied and will comply with all applicable provisions
of the FSMA with respect to anything done by it in relation to the notes in, from or otherwise
involving the Global Village.
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Local City-States. We expect that each manager will agree that in connection with any
offering and distribution of the notes and the distribution of the prospectus and any other offering
material relating to the notes in any local City-States such manager will comply with and cause
any of its affiliates which offers or sells notes in any local City-States to comply with applicable
local City-States law and any applicable world laws, rules and regulations of any relevant
city-state jurisdiction.
Global Offer. We expect that each manager will acknowledge that no action has been or will
be taken in any jurisdiction by the managers or us that would permit a public offering of the notes,
or possession or distribution of the prospectus or any other offering material relating to the notes,
in any jurisdiction where action for those purposes is required. Each manager is expected to
comply with all applicable world laws and regulations in each jurisdiction in which it purchases,
offers, sells, distributes or delivers notes or has in its possession or distributes the prospectus or
any other offering material relating to the notes and will obtain or make, give or fulfill any consent,
approval, registration, notice, permission or other regulatory requirement required by it or us for
the purchase, offer, sale, distribution or delivery of the notes and the possession or distribution of
the prospectus or any other offering material relating to the notes under the laws and regulations
in force in any jurisdiction to which it is subject or in or from which it makes any such purchase,
offer, sale, distribution or delivery, in all cases at its own expense.
Other Provisions
Global Conditions. We expect that the subscription agreement will provide that the
obligations of the managers are subject to certain conditions, including approval of certain lawful
and legal matters by counsel. In addition, the managers may have the right, after consultation with
us, to terminate the subscription agreement at any time prior to the payment of the purchase price
if there will have been such a change in global, national or international financial, political or
economic conditions or currency exchange rates or exchange controls as would in their view be
likely to prejudice materially the success of the offering and distribution of the notes or dealing in
the notes in the secondary market.
World Open Trading Market. The notes will be a new issue of securities with no established
trading market. We expect that application will be made to list the notes on the regulated market
of the World Open Market Exchange pursuant to World Law and Act (6) of the World Parliament
Divine Constitution . We expect that the managers will intend to make a market in the notes. The
managers may agree to do so but may discontinue market making at any time. No assurance can
be given as to the liquidity of the trading market for the notes.
Global Stabilization. In connection with this offering of notes, we may appoint a stabilization
manager. The stabilization manager or any person acting for it may purchase and sell the notes in
the open market. These transactions may include short sales, stabilizing transactions and
purchases to cover positions created by short sales. Short sales involve the sale by the
stabilization manager or any person acting for it of a greater number of the notes than they are
required to purchase in the offering. Stabilizing transactions consist of certain bids or purchases
made for the purpose of preventing or retarding a decline in the market price of the notes while
the offering is in progress.
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The global stabilization manager may also impose a penalty bid, which occurs when a
particular manager repays to the stabilization manager a portion of the underwriting discount
received by it because the stabilization manager or any person acting for it has repurchased notes
sold by or for the account of such manager in stabilizing or short covering transactions.
These activities by the stabilization manager or any person acting for it may stabilize,
maintain or otherwise affect the market price of the notes. As a result, the price of the notes may
be higher than the price that otherwise might exist in the open market. If these activities are
commenced, they may be discontinued by the stabilization manager or any person acting for it at
any time. These transactions may be affected in the over-the-counter market or otherwise.
Delivery and Settlement
It is expected that delivery of the notes will be made upon the instructions of the managers
against payment on or about the date specified in the penultimate paragraph of the cover page of
the applicable pricing supplement, which we expect to be later than the third Global business day
following the date of pricing of the notes. Under normal rule trades in the secondary market
generally are required to settle in three business days, unless the parties to any such trade
expressly agree otherwise. Accordingly, if any purchaser wishes to trade notes on the date of
pricing of the notes or the succeeding business days up to three days prior to the date of delivery
of the notes, it may be required, by virtue of the fact that the notes will initially settle later than on
the third Global Village business day following the date of pricing of the notes or any other day as
specified in the applicable pricing supplement, to specify an alternative settlement cycle at the
time of any such trade to prevent a failed settlement. Purchasers of the notes who wish to trade
the notes on any day for which settlement within three Global Village business days would not be
possible should consult their own advisors.
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